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Season 5, Episode 6
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Can't Nobody Hold Me Down



After what happens at the press conference, Spencer and Jordan try to secure as many commitments before the end of National Signing Day to help their team. Asher tries to capitalize on the unfortunate opportunity by swaying some new recruits with an assist from an unlikely source. Olivia is torn on how to publish her article while also protecting those she loves. Patience is pushed outside her comfort zone while shooting a music video. Meanwhile, Jordan and JJ throw a party that escalates and ends with Jordan witnessing a rude awakening.
Quest roles:
Taye Diggs(Billy Baker), Taivon McKinney(Christel Mattingly), Sean Carrigan(Ivan Garrett), Coley Speaks(Kenny Boone), Miya Horcher(Jaymee), Kamar de los Reyes(Coach Montes), Ashley Argota(Gia), Morris Chestnut(Rick Barnes), Colin McCalla(Marco Galvez), Chase Cortese(Tight End Recruit), Ishmael LaGarde(Defensive Back), Will Truong(Mosi), Degas Viena(Gage)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
21 November 2022, 20:00
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